Our activities

Society Activities

The programmes of the Society are broad and diverse. The Society publishes six international science journals [1] and an in-house journal, along with four books [2]. Our programme of conferences and meetings [3] bring together scientists from across the international community, and in addition we have a number of very active local centres [4] and special interest groups [5]. We have an active education [6] programme for teachers and children at both primary and secondary schools and promote continuing professional development from those in their first job to the most senior professionals. The Society also provides support to the media and is actively involved in the Government policy development on areas around weather and climate change.

Books

We are publishing a series of books and have published four in the series so far. As an RMetS member, you are entitled to a 25% discount off these titles!

Books [2]

Journals

One of the major ways that the Society promotes meteorological science is through publishing six world-leading journals

Journals [1]

Education
One of the Society's main aims is to provide educational materials, careers advice and school activities for teachers and children.
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